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TESTAMONIALS

Jeff:"Komato is awesome. This is finest piece of work I have seen in a lower unit. Clean,
polished, thin, light...mounts in all kinds of ways...a wonderful piece of work".
ART:"...slick looking...a step forward compared to the old hatchet".
Rodney:"...case looks excellent...design and craftsmanship...purchase 100% pleasure doing
business with u again, Jim"
bi4:"...a beautifully crafted piece. The finish of the case is excellent...Thanks for all your help,
Jim. The gear case is every thing you said it would be...Happy Holidays"

Jgg:"...a beautiful gear case. They had to work very hard to get the "big gears" into a "R"
dimension of only 1.93"...no gear bulge, and wonderfully contoured lines...it's years ahead of the
competition."

$1eve:"...I heard they tested it against a popular European Gear case, and the Komato was Tmph
faster than this other unit...looking at the thin, wonderfully crafted Komato, I don't doubt the fast
speeds...definitely the next generation Hatchet Gear case"
Lonnie:"...it is very nice...Thank u guys for all your hard work. Now I hope all the mod guys step
up...it's the best looking unit I've seen..."
Brian: "LOVE IT!"
Pete: "WOW!!! I LOVE IT! I am extremely pleased; it is truly a fine piece of workmanship...it's
the best unit I have ever seen.. job well done...a big pat on the back to you...I'll be mailing out a

check for another unit in the next few days."

Dudley: "Hooray for Komato! You dun a helluva job on the design of this baby, Jim".
Harris - actual test run comments: 'oI can run the Komato unit higher than other units; in fact, I
am running the prop shaft level with the bottom of the boat. Komato unit turns great, and
handling is very comfortable. It feels stable and unit waters good. After running the unit several
times, I have not had to add any oil, and the oil has stayed nice and clean (no water leaks). It is
easy to install, nice and beefi, a nice deep fin, and has a good looking shape."
Todd' "In all my years of racing, it is the finest looking unit I have ever bought. My compliments
to the machinist."
Sea+: "I ran the Komato prototype l4:15 "Big Gear's" the equivalent of 24 heats, under a240hp
VRP 700. The unit has never been apart, and the gears still feel excellent."
Giuseppe: "it is very nice shape"
J-Dub: (at APBA Meeting) "is that Komato sold? It is now."
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